Word Study Homework
Instructions: Choose TWO activities per week to complete for homework using the words you received in
class on Monday. You can choose any of the activities below but you cannot do two activities in a row.
Activities are to be completed MONDAY and WEDNESDAY nights and turned in the following day.

Word Sort-Write our words
in word structure patterns.
For example: sort by
Greek/Latin root, word
parts, etc.

Backwards Words-Write our
words forwards, then
backwards.

Scrambled Words- Write our
words, then write them again
with the letters mixed up.

Write It Out Old School
Style- Write our spelling
words neatly 4 times
each.

Flashcards- Make flashcards
to study your words.

Other Handed- If you are
right-handed, write with
your left-hand and vice
versa.

Words in Words- Write your
word and then write 2 words
made from each word.
For example: return- ten,
run, rut

Silly Sentences- Create
silly and funny
sentences. Sentences
can contain up to 2
spelling words, but you
must underline the
spelling words.

Colorful Words - Write each
word in 2 different colors
using different colors for
vowels and consonants.

CV List- Write our spelling
words that start with a
vowel on one list and words
that start with a
consonant on another list.

Picture This- Draw a picture
that illustrates the meaning
of each spelling word.

Syl/la/ble Words - Write
our spelling words
divided by syllables.
Example: exclamation=
ex/cla/ma/tion.

Crossword Puzzle- Create a
crossword puzzle using ALL
of our spelling words
using clues to solve it. Print
an answer key if possible.
www.crosswordpuzzlegame
s.com/create.html

Word Search - Create a
word search using ALL of
our spelling words.
www.armoredpenguin.com/
wordsearch or www.variet
ygames.com/WS

Secret Agent
Words - Number the
alphabet from 1 to 26, then
convert your words to a
number code.

Type it Out – Type each
spelling words 4
times. Experiment with
different fonts, but I have
to be able to read it.

Synonym Words - Write
each spelling word and list
1-2 synonyms.
For example: happy: glad,
content

Antonym Skills - Write each
spelling word and list 1-2
antonyms.
For
example: awake: asleep

Fabulous Parts - Categorize
our words according to parts
of speech (nouns, verbs, etc).

I Typed It, Now Pass It –
Type a letter to a friend.
Underline the spelling
words.

